USHA SISTA

http://cafeirreal.alicewhittenburg.com/sukumar_ray.htm
Anxious about finances. About work that enables financial ability and stability.
Sukumarda cannot help me. Satyajitda cannot help me. Srinjayda cannot help me.
I do not possess a dhriganchoo mantra can make my anxiety go udanchoo.
Anxious about my mother’s visit to Melbourne. Anxious about the expenses involved in
getting her here and back there again.
Anxious about my visit to India. Anxious about the expenses involved in going there and
getting back here again. Additional anxiety about having to meet my ex-husband and
perhaps some of his family, about having to leave my daughter with her father my exhusband
and travel to and in West Bengal. Anxious about all the expenses involved.
I seek an udanchoo mantra.
Tomorrow is the birthday of Frodo and Bilbo Baggins.
Monday, 23 September, 05:50 PM: Spring equinox.
Sunday, 29 September - Tuesday, 08 October: The navarathris.
Sunday, 29 September - Tuesday, 08 October: Rosh Hashanah.
Tuesday, 08 October - Wednesday, 09 October: Yom Kippur.
This night + 24 hours + 100 days to 2020.
Kolkata. Dakshineswar. Bishnupur. Murshidabad. The Sundarbans.
Ebar Shabor. Based on the story "Rin" (ঋণ) by Shirshendu Mukhopadhyay.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ebar_Shabor
Diversion. Distraction. I need stories to survive. Shabor Dasgupta (created by Shirshendu
Mukhopadhyay) and Byomkesh Bakshi (created by Sharadindu Bandyopadhyay).
Ray/Mukhopadhyay/Chattopadhyay/Bandopadhyay/Bandyopadhyay/Banerjee/Banerji/
Chatterjee/Chatterji/Mukherjee/Mukherji/Roy/Ganguly/Das/Dasgupta/Sen/Sengupta/
Sarkar/Tagore/Thakur/Basu/Bose/etc.
Gabo.
I intend to be Gabo’s disciple and descendant. His most faithful student-demon.
Colombia = West Bengal + Bangladesh.
What is Melbourne, Victoria, Australia?
What does it mean to be a resident of this city?
Living in suburban Melbourne.
Not far from the Dandenong Ranges. Not far from the Yarra Ranges.
I don’t know.
I know that I want to create and sustain a relationship with the city much like the artists
from Colombia + West Bengal + Bangladesh.
Distracted by applying for a visitor visa for my mother and brother.
Paperwork, filling out forms. I hate them. Necessary hazards of life.
Discussing plans with brother. How we have different ideas about what makes a vacation.
Rice burnt.

